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Would you like to avoid probate? If you like saving time and money, the answer could be yes.
Probate is a court-supervised process in which the court makes sure you pay your creditors and that
your assets are distributed in accordance with your will (or with the intestacy law, if you do not have
a will). Probate can be time consuming and costly. Moreover, probate is a public process.
Because probate is only required for assets titled in your name alone, it can be avoided by
titling assets jointly with rights of survivorship or by naming beneficiaries. For example, you can title
real property and bank accounts jointly with your spouse or another person, name beneficiaries to
your life insurance policies and IRA’s, and title investments as payable on death to another person.
Then probate will only be required after the second spouse passes away. Please note that you should
check with your attorney and tax advisor before titling assets –especially appreciated assets – jointly
with someone other than your spouse.
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Often it is not prudent to title assets jointly, from a tax, liability, Medicaid, or gifting perspective. In these cases an estate planning tool used to avoid probate is a revocable living trust. A
revocable living trust is a legal document where the grantor, that is, you as the owner of assets, name
a trustee to manage assets for your beneficiaries. The trust document provides a set of instructions
stating how you want your assets controlled during your life and upon your death. Then you “fund”
the trust, meaning you transfer assets to the trust. During your life, you may act as both the trustee
and as the beneficiary. The trust names a successor trustee who will act after you resign, become
incapacitated, or die.
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During your life your trust is revocable, meaning you can amend or revoke the trust as long
as you are competent. After your death your trust becomes irrevocable. The successor trustee named
in the document then takes over and follows the instructions set forth in the trust. The successor
trustee can be a spouse, a family member, or a corporate trustee such as a financial institution.
Generally the successor trustee will be directed to distribute your assets to your beneficiaries or to
hold certain assets in further trust for a beneficiary. Because the successor trustee can act almost
immediately your heirs may greatly reduce the time required to transfer your assets.
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Married couples may either create one joint family trust, or a separate trust for each
spouse. If the couple has an estate in excess of the estate tax exemption amount ($2 million in
2006), they should consult with an estate planning attorney and their financial planner to consider strategies to reduce estate taxes.
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A two-trust estate plan uses a “credit shelter trust” to “shelter” or take advantage of the
first spouse’s estate tax exemption amount. This means that at the grantor’s death some assets
–usually up to the estate tax exemption amount – will pass to a credit shelter trust which becomes
irrevocable (meaning it can no longer be changed) and the rest of the assets can either pass to
the surviving spouse or to another trust. The surviving spouse can receive some benefits from the
assets in the credit shelter trust during his or her life, and then, if the trust has been properly
established and administered, the assets will pass to the grantor’s heirs free from estate taxes upon
the surviving spouse’s death.
In summary, a revocable living trust will allow your heirs to avoid probate for the assets
funded in your trust, thereby saving time and money. Although there are expenses associated with
trust administration, they are far less than probate expenses. Also, trust administration can be
completed more quickly than probate. To save time and money for your beneficiaries, discuss a
revocable living trust with your attorney.
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This newsletter is for general information and education purposes only.
It is not offered as legal advice or legal opinion.
To the extent this message contains tax advice, the U.S. Treasury Department requires us to inform
you that any advice in this letter is not intended or written by our firm to be used, and cannot be used
by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed under the Internal
Revenue Code. Advice from our firm relating to Federal tax matters may not be used in promoting,
marketing or recommending any entity, investment plan or arrangement to any taxpayer
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience.

